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About Hristina Patalova



Topics 

1. Who am I? 

o presenting myself and my interests.

2. My education and school

3. My Erasmus+ 

o personal experience;

o my work and projects with a short resume for each of them;

o expectations and accomplishments.



Who am I?

👧🏻Name: Hristina Nedyalkova Patalova 
(Titi,Hrisi)

🎂 Birthday: 30th August 

🏡 Birthplace: Haskovo, Bulgaria

♍️ Zodiac Sign: Virgo

🍱 Favourite food: Sushi 

🎵 Favourite music artist: The Weeknd, Selena 
Gomez, David Guetta

🎭 Favourite actress: Julia Roberts

🏻 Favourite TV show: Grey’s Anatomy



Some of my favourite people…



My sister- Gergana Radina Kimberly



Some of the things I enjoy doing…





I love travelling! I love visiting new places and getting to know 

their history, culture, heritage, remarkable places and of course 

trying the food! I love meeting the local people during my 

adventures and I enjoy listening to their stories and memories. 

It’s one of the things I appreciate endlessly in my life and I am 

so grateful that I have the opportunity do this❤️



A short video of our Bulgaria ❤️



Other things I love…





Education

➢ Primary and Pre-Secondary Education (1-7th 
Grade) – Secondary School “ St. Paisyi 
Hilendarski”

➢ Upper Secondary Education (8-12th Grade)-
Mathematical And Nature Sciences High School 
“Acad. Boyan Petkanchin”

I study IT, Computer Science and Mathematics with 
intensive study of English at school.

💻



MY SCHOOL



🇪🇺 My 
Erasmus+

Topic: 

Research and 

Conservation the 

biodiversity and climate

Started: 

September 2020-

Logo of the 

project



How did I decide to participate?

➢ My main inspiration was my sister with her previous participation and 
experience with Erasmus.

➢ Ever since I went in high school, one of my goals was to get involved in 
this project.

➢ I liked the topic SO much that there wasn’t chance for me not to 
participate.

➢ I knew it’s going to give me a lot of real experience and I am going to 
refine my communication and presentation skills.

➢ Last, but not least, I knew I am going to meet amazing people and 
have a lot of fun!



📌 Our 
Workspace



OUR STUDENT 
PRESENTATION RELATED 

WITH MICROSOFT 
GLOBAL FORUM 2021



📂 Some of my 

projects:





🗂 Resume

All endangered, threatened and extinct species living on the territory of 

Bulgaria are listed in the Red Book. It includes three volumes and the 

second is about animals. Some of them are brown bear, Egyptian vulture

and Black stork.





🏻 Resume

Maintained reserve "Velov vir" is a protected area located in the old bank 

of the Ropotamo River, in the area "Kaisheva Shuma". It is also popular 

with its old name "Water Lilies". It was declared a reserve in 1962 and 

was re-categorized as a maintained reserve in 1999. Its area is 13.6 

hectares. The nearest settlement is the town of Primorsko.





🏻 Resume

International Earth Day - April 22, is the largest non-religious holiday in 

the world, celebrated by more than half a billion people. Each year, the 

International Earth Day Network coordinates the actions of more than 

12,000 partners in 174 countries, aimed at protecting the planet Earth 

and preserving life on it. The network seeks to build broad civic support 

for sustainable and effective environmental development policies around 

the world.





🏻 Resume

The poster is about saving the nature. My suggestions are:

💡 Recycling;

💡 Planting trees;

💡 Saving water;

💡 Saving electricity;

💡 Bicycling;

💡 No food waste;



https://www.storyjumper.com/book/read/114401442/61546d5ed6e8b

https://www.storyjumper.com/book/read/114401442/61546d5ed6e8b


🗂 Resume

This is a digital dictionary with ecological and environmental 

terms. It says more about adaptation, bioaccumulation, 

biodiversity, biomass and environment.



🙋♀️ My accomplishments:

💡I learned a lot of new things, related to biodiversity, climate and saving 

our planet;

💡 I was able to show what I know;

💡 I developed my presentation skills;

💡 I was able to refine my communication and social skills;

💡 I met amazing new people;



✈️ What do I expect from our 
mobility in Portugal?

💡 To get more informed about biodiversity and nature in Portugal 🇵🇹;

💡 To see and explore the beautiful Lisbon;

💡 To meet wonderful international new people;



We can stay in touch!

@patalovah                            Hristina Radeva                    patalovah@gmail.com

Thank you for your attention and your time! ❤️


